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Natasha closes her lips tightly, determined to block his passionate kiss, as she gives her

defenseless bare body to Alex Mandrakis. She'd carelessly signed that contract to save her

adoptive family, but she had no idea it contained such a pitfall! In essence, she has sold herself.

Sold herself as security for a loan, in the name of marriage, to the cold-blooded, vain and

handsome-as-the-devil Alex. Ignoring her silent pleas for mercy, Alex cruelly steals her purity. For

Natasha, it's the beginning of a new tragedy!
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I agree the capture and sexual scenes at first seemed bad, but it set the tone for the book. In my

opinion it is no different than the sheiks books where the woman are captured and bedded.I enjoyed

this book very much. It showed how two people protected themselves instead of telling the truth to

each other. This is done so much in real life and causes no end of misunderstanding.I chose this

book because of many negative reviews with the same basic objection. I had to see for myself what

all the fuss was about. I now realize it was the one act they considered rape at the beginning of the

book that everyone did not like. But it really was an excellent and well written book. I highly



recommend it.

Heroine a stupid martyr and Hero another SC rapist. Hated it cannot recommend. My own fault for

reading despite previous reviews warning me off.

This book was interesting, however I couldn't get passed the hero raping the heroine in the

beginning.

Not only does he almost rape the h but claims that he has loved her for three years and still

continued with his womanizing ways!!! Does this sort of insensitivity and brazenness make a hero?

Very disappointing..

He rapes her..she plays hard to get he plays hard to get 1/2/she finds herself in love with her rapist.

Boring. Should have saved my money. Refund please!!

I totally enjoyed this story, I could not put it down for even a second. At first it was a little disturbing

when he took her innocence. But right away you could see he was in love with her so I couldn't wait

to see how it played out. Beautifully done.

Not a good book, the characters were just awful. The main guy pretty much rapes the main girl in

like chapter 3 of the book, after that the book just goes down hill. He never apologizes, which really

doesn't matter because its not like you can say "hey, sorry I forced you to sleep with me". Then the

main girl basically develops like Stockholm syndrome and spends all her time saying how much she

loves him, even though most of the book he is just a jerk that leaves her on a private island.The only

reason I gave the book 2 stars is because of the feuding started of by the main guys dad and the

main girls adoptive mom. That was the only dramatically engaging event in the book. Other than

that this book tanked, this story might have worked in a different decade when views were extremely

skewed, and note I used "might" because honestly I doubt it would have ever worked.Side note the

main characters are Natasha and Alex, didn't bother using their names in the rest of the review

because they are not memorable characters.

I should have taken the other reviewers at their word. Ick to the nth degree.The so-called hero takes

her straight to bed for revenge. I like a little fictional dominance as much as the next, but this was



sterile and disgusting.Take heed.Rotten family too. Betrayal everywhere.
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